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The Missionary’s at Tranquebar ought and 
must be encouraged. It is the first attempt the 
Protestants have ever made in that kind. We 
must not put out the Smoaking Flax. It would 
give our adversary’s the Papists, who boast so 
much of their Congregation de Propaganda 
Fide, too much cause to triumph over us.

Revd George Lewis to Henry Newman, secretary of the 
SPCK, Madras, October 1712
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May God’s glory be exalted among so many 
different nations, peoples and countries by 
means of the true Protestant religion. Perhaps 
the Lord will use a small, despised country and 
nation to work his mighty miracles.

Jacob van Heemskerck to the directors of the 
Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie, 27 August 1603
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When the Ships arrive, Placards are nailed to the great 
Mast by diem, wherein all Gestures indicating 
Christianity are openly forbidden, not to mention the 
Name of Christ on Pain of Death, [or to] read Prayers 
before sitting down at or when leaving the Table, in the 
Evening or in the Morning. Truly, in my Time, when I 
was there in their Service, we were forbidden to change 
any of our Clothes on Sunday, so that we would not by 
this means appear to be Christians.

Olof Eriksson Willman, Japanese travel diary, 1651-2
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Fort 
Amsterdam, 

Ambon 
(1637)



These people here call themselves Christians, 
but still seek secretly the devil, while they think 
that they affirm their confession by eating 
pork. Many of them indeed come to church 
on Sunday, but this is more a matter of 
compulsion than of conviction because they 
will be fined a quarter of a real if they do not 
come.

Revd Sebastiaen Danckaerts to the VOC directors, Ambon, 1620
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Population of Batavia, 1679

• Total: 32,124
• Europeans: 2,227 (6.9%)
• Slaves: 16,695 (52%)
• Mardijkers: 5,348 (16.64%)
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pages of a 
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1755)



Leiden: the Collegium Indicum, opened 1623 …



It is lamentable that those people ... who have 
cost the Directors so much are not more 
thankful for what they have enjoyed, because 
they have completely forgotten their study and 
show no enthusiasm for the Christian religion.

Helmich Helmichius to the VOC directors, 1631



Leiden: the Collegium Indicum, opened 1623 …
and closed 1632
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‘The distributing a large 
Quantity of Testaments in 

Arabick among those 
Eastern Christians … must 

be a signal Benefit.’
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Testament



The Danish fort at Tranquebar, 
Tamil Nadu



King Frederick 
IV of Denmark 
(r. 1699-1730)
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Tamil New 
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